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Abstract

The bias error in the coherence function is
found to arise from the calculation of the square
magnitude of th* cross-power spectral density when
the real and imaginary components are not converged.
Therefore, the bias error of the coherence function
can be decreased significantly without averaging
more data blocks if tfc* variance of the real and
Imaginary components are reduced by fitting the
spectra of these separate components to an
appropriate model.

Introduction

The coherence function between signals x and
y is defined [1] as:

V"Gxx(f) V f )

where:

QXy(f) is the cross-power spectral density (CPSD)
between signals x and y at frequency f,

Gxx(f) is the auto power spectral density (APSO)
of signal x at frequency f,

Cyy(f) is tiie APSO of signal y at frequency f,

* denotes coaplex conjugation.

The expected bias error of Ya has been deter-
mined to be [2]:

where N is the number of independent data blocks
averaged, and y* is the true coherence between the
signals.

The traditional method of reducing the bias
error of the coherence function estimate Is to
increase the number of data blocks averaged.
However, in reactivity aeaaurtoent applications [3],
the coherence function* to be quantified have values
on the order of 10~°, Thus, using standard tech-
niques, one alllion data blocks would have to be
averaged to obtain results with 100% bias error, ten
million data blocks for results with JO* bias error,
and one hundred million data blocks for results with
1J bias error. In practical terms, the implication
is that to achieve 1J bias error, 142 hours of
real-time data would have to be processed (assuming a
blockslze of 512 and a sampling rate of too kHz). To
be useful as an on-line aid, reactivity measurements
must be obtainable in no more than one hour;
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therefore, they require a time reduction of two
orders of magnitude relative to traditional
techniques.

Source of Bias Errors

Elas errors of the averaged estimates of the
real and imaginary components of the CPSD obtained
from Fast Fourier transformed time-domain signals, as
well as estimates of the APSDs, are known to be small
[1]. It is hypothesized that the bias errors in the
coherence function oust therefore arise from the way
in which the coherence is calculated from these
essentially unbiased estimates.

To test this hypothesis, numerical experiments
were performed on specially contrived data formed
from two statistically independent white noise
sources having the same magnitudes. The Fourier
Transform of white noise source 1 was labelled
signal x, and the Fourier Transform of white noise

source 1 times e^
2irfut plus a constant times th*

Fourier Transform of white noise source 2 was
labelled signal y. The constant was varied to obtain
different coherence values, and ut was varied to
obtain different relative phase values. For each
combination of the multiplicative constant and i.t,
one thousand CPSDs—each comprising an average of
results from 1, 2, 4, .... 512 data blocks—were then
obtained aa a statistical sampling for studying th*
manner in which the coherence function converges.

Figure 1 is representative or one of these sets
of a thousand samples. In this example, th* true •
coherence was 0.101, the true phase was 45°, and 16
data blocks were averaged to produce each point shown.
The results indicate that the real and imaginary
estimates are unbiased; however, the average magni-
tude (0.0181) is clearly biased. The magnitude
derived from the average real and average imaginary
is still biased (0.0163), but significantly less so.
(In thia particular example, since the true coherence
is relatively high, the magnitude of the average real
and average Imaginary is very close to the true
magnitude; however, from the lower coherence tests it
was evident ttet the magnitude estimate so derived is
still a biased estimator.)

We note that low estimates of the real component
of the CPSD tend to cancel high estimates, and the
same is true for the imaginary component. However,1
when the real -nd imaginary estimates are squared to'
form the CPSD magnitude, the low estimates no longer
cancel the high estimates; hence, the square magni-
tude CPSD becomes a biased estimate. Since the
square magnitude constitutes the numerator of the
coherence estimate, the coherence estimate is
similarly biased.

Bias Error Reduction

Bias error reduction in the coherence estimate
can be achieved by reducing the variance of the real
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Fig. 1. Distribution of th« real and imaginary
estimates of tti* CPSD after averaging 16 blocks of
daCa sampled from signals constructed to have a
conerence of 0.101 and a phase of 45*. Also shown is
the relationship of the average CPSD magnitude to its
true magnitude.

and the imaginary estimates of the CPSD. As stated
previously, the straightforward and traditional
approach is to average more data blocks; however,
this may not always be feasible. If the CPSD is
known to be a smooth function of frequency (as is the
case for the reactivity measurement application), the
variance can alternatively be reduced by smoothing
the real and imaginary components of the CPSD over
frequency. Smoothing was tried on some reactivity
measurement CPSDs and did effect some reduction in
the bias error of the coherence estimates, but it was
not entirely satisfactory.

If an accurate model for the CPSD is known, then
much more substantial reductions of variance can be
achieved if the measured CPSD components are fitted
individually to the model. In our reactivity measure-
ment application, the CPSDs are conveniently fitted
to a functional form derived by assuming a point
kinetics model of the multiplying medium.

Figure 2 is an example of the coherence function
estimate obtained from fitted CPSDs. (The fit lines
are not smooth because the CPSD was normalized before
fitting to remove the frequency response of the
detection Instrumentation, then unnormallzed after
fitting to compute the coherence function.) The
theoretical estimate of the bias error (from Eq. 2)
was added to the conerence derived from the fitted
spectra to see that the resultant indeed lies amid
the measured coherence values, which it does.

The coherence function In Fig. 2 was taken from
an actual reactivity measurement where only 20,000
data blocks could be taken because of limited
facility time. In this experiment, reactivity is
obtained from a ratio or coherences rrom three
detectors. Figure 3 compares this required ratio of
bias-reduced coherences to an estimate of the same
ratio formed from the raw coherences. According to
the theory of this reactivity measurement technique,
this ratio should be constant in frequency. The
ratio of bias-reduced coherences is seen to be
constant in frequenoy (whereas the traditional
estimates are not) and provides an interpretabla
ratio.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the coherence estimated
from raw spectra to the coherence estimated from
fitted spectra. Also shown is the coherence from
fitted spectra plus the bias error expected after
20,000 averages.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the ratio of coherences
derived from raw spectra to the ratio of coherences
derived from fitted spectra. In both cases, 20,000
data blocks were utilized.

Mew Potential Source of Error

It should be evident that in thj process of
reducing the variance of the CPSD by smoothing or
fitting the measured real and imaginary estimates, a
systematic bias error may be introduced by a ooor
choice of fitting model or saootning algorithm. In
essence, the bias error of the coherence function is



being reduced by introducing a priori knowledge about
th« measurement. Obviously, If this » priori knowl-
edge la faulty, than systematic error Is substituted
for statistical error.

Conclusion

It waa round that the; bias error In the coher-
ence function estimate arise* fro* the varianct in
the estimates of the real and imaginary components of
the CPSD function from which it Is constructed. It
this variance can be reduced by forcing the measured
CPSD to obey known characteristics of the system
being-measured, then the bias error of the measured
coherence can be reduced significantly with no need
for additional averaging.
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